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PRODUCT FEATURES - The Tarnished Ring After losing your rightful place in the Lands Between and a
battle with the 5th Elder god, the Tarnished Ring has lost its influence. And yet, its power continues
to have an influence on the Lands Between. - Various Battles Against Horrors and the Chosen Hero
You will take part in various battles against high-level monsters that appear in the Lands Between,
against Horrors that lurk in the Lands Beyond, and against monsters that have been born of the
Tarnished Ring. - Choose Your Hero and Heroine Featuring the 2D character art of Yuki Yoshizawa
(Comic artist from Weekly Shonen Jump), a story that is epic in scale, a multilayered story that
fragments at various points, and a dynamic combat system that plunges the player into a fantasy
drama, Free: The Lost Dimension develops a new genre of fantasy action RPG. ABOUT Elden Ring
Free Download GAMES PRESENTED BY UPLINK PENTA Elden Ring is the first online fantasy RPG in
which you can freely play online with up to 4 players. Developed by acclaimed developer UPLINK
PENTA, the action RPG also has a multiplayer element that allows up to 8 players to see each other’s
in-game world, allowing for unparalleled fun in combat and exploration. The game was awarded the
Best RPG title at the 11th Issue of Otaku Awards and received positive reviews from the popular
comic magazine Young Jump and other media. A special edition of the game titled Free: The Lost
Dimension was recently released in Japan, including premium content. For more information, please
visit www.eldenringgames.com ABOUT UPLINK PENTA UPLINK PENTA Co., Ltd. is a company
specializing in the development of action games. Established in 1995, they have released over 30
titles, including the games Moon Striker (Tension), Senjou no Valkyria (Gestalt), Akiba's Trip, and
Pipo fang!. Their flagship game title is the popular action RPG Moon Striker (Tension) released in
1999 on PS2. Moon Striker (Tension) received the "Best Strategy Game" and "Most Commented
Game" awards at the 10th Otaku Awards in 2004. They also created the popular online fantasy RPG
Elden Ring and ported it to the

Features Key:
EMPIRE TYRANT'S SECOND APPEARANCE
COMPLETE OPEN WORLD
UPPER - EARLY BUDDHISTS, URUGUAYANS LOWER - BARBARIAN KINGDOMS, KALMOK ILBERTOS
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GAME MODES FOR EVERY MOOD
CLASS SYSTEM IS OPEN TO EASE BEGINNERS BY LEARNING NATIONAL SECRETS FROM NEIGHBORS
AUTO-MOBILIZE AND BIBLIOTHEPYGY
REAL TIME, VITAL STATS, AND CERTAIN SKILL PROFILE IN UPGRADE SYSTEM
COMPANION SLOTS
DYNAMIC WEAPONS AND ARMS

Game Features:
Have you ever dreamed of collecting everything?
Create your own character and express your unique style.
PLAY WITH friends either in single or multiplayer modes.
Manage over 120 enemies in the game and learn the National Skill System while using the
Intelligence that has reached the World of Power to develop your character.
Enjoy the vast world of the mysterious Lands Between connected to the World of Power, the
realm of local gods and monsters.
As the empire of the ancient high civilization is overrun by enemies, progress and fight for
your life in order to protect the Regent's heir in a bloody civil war.
Unique civilization, endless freedom of play
Joy of discovery and potential
Discover the story of chaos and progress that is firmly rooted in the game world of thousands of
diverse elements.
A unique game world with various game modes connected together.
Characterization that transforms your character if you follow the path to the nobleman by learning
the secretive National Skill System.
CONSOLE VERSION PLAYABLE ONLINE WITH REGULAR UPDATE AND EXPANSIONS
A large number of characters
Possibilities to increase in proficiency as they work through each event
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